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TENANT & LANDLORD IMPROVEMENT PANEL 

 
10 Targett Court, Winnersh 

THURSDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER 2011 AT 12:00PM 
 
Attendees: Lee Newton (Chair) 
 Hannah Linder 
 Bill Graves 
 Nicky Harmsworth 
 Sue Smith  
 David Chopping  
 Carole Devereaux (Minute Taker) 

 
 

Apologies: Simon Price, Florence Watson, Maureen Ford, Daniel Trill 
 

  Action 
1. Apologies 

• Noted 
 

 
   
2. Minutes of the previous meeting and matters arising 

• Pg 1 Direct Debits – Still an issue with coding – one code not 
accepted in transfer.  As code refers to returned transfer, this is 
not necessary.  Waiting until full clearance before launch.  
Although article in Housing Matters, not a lot of interest has 
been shown but those that have, details are being captured for 
when it does go live.   

• Pg 3 Web pages – feedback almost complete.  Date extended 
to end October. 
 

 
 
 
DT 
 
 
 
HL 

   
3. 
 

Sign off Minutes 
• Minutes of the previous meeting were agreed and signed.    

 

   
4. Head of Tenant Services Report  
 • TLIP advised that still waiting confirmation for Decent Homes 

Extension Application. 
 

 
   
5. HRA Self Financing Update  

• Still waiting on the Settlement Figure.  Sue Smith advised that, 
due to changes being proposed, this may prove in our favour. 
 

 

6. Eustace Crescent Update  
• Consultation completed 23rd September.  67% response rate 

which was very encouraging.   9% not in favour of demolishing 
Council meeting evening of 29th September to make decision 
based on results.   
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Next stage will be to write to residents advising them of results, 
including comments made on feedback forms.  A summary, 
together with an accompanying letter explaining what will be 
happening will also be included plus a question and answer 
sheet.  These will be hand delivered Friday 30th September. 

• General feeling from Eustace Crescent is very positive 
“absolutely fantastic”. 

• If decision is to proceed, this will be done gradually.  
Discussions will be made with leaseholders regarding their 
options.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

BG 
 
 
 

 
7. Asset Management Reports   
 • Decent Homes – ‘property left clean tidy’ – performance still 

low.  Being monitored by the RMWG. 
• Gas Servicing – 99.5% - performance closely monitored by the 

RMWG.  Lee Newton asked how many restrictors had been put 
in place.  Nicky Harmsworth advised none at present but will be 
commencing from now.  Update to be provided for next TLIP as 
to why this has taken a long time to implement. 
10 month cycle now in place which allows 2 months to gain 
entry on hard to access properties.  These should be noted in 
order to target them earlier in future programmes. 

• Remenham Hill – Asset Team working through the programme 
of works here and is in contact with the tenants. 

• Waterloo Road – query as to why scaffolding was being left in 
place for such a long time.  Original erected in May – only one 
property have had theirs removed.  Darren Toes to provide  
report on this for next TLIP meeting. 

• Keystone – Full Stock survey had been undertaken and 
Keystone updated with correct information.   

• Communal Aerials – there is an issue that letters sent out from 
Tenant Services had not gone through the CCCWG.  The 
contents and tone of letters had been causing distress to some 
tenants.  As a protocol exists for letters to be approved by the 
CCCWG, this should be followed.   
There were also examples where tenants were having bad 
experiences when ringing Crystal Freephone.  The Freephone 
staffing issues has already been addressed and acted on 
immediately they became aware of the problem. 
Hannah Linder advised TLIP that Thank You cards were being 
received from tenants who had been pleased with the service 
they had been given.  The Asset Team apologise for what has 
happened but, going forward, aim to ensure that better 
communication is maintained. 
Lee Newton asked what information/addresses Crystal had 
been provided with as he was aware of areas who have a 
communal aerial system, who have not received any 
notification.  BG to investigate this with Asset Management 
Team.  To be communicated back to next TLIP meeting in 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DToes 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DToes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BG 
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October. 
TLIP would like to have a report from the Asset Management 
Team identifying what went wrong – and why – for October 
TLIP meeting. 
Bill Graves advised TLIP that the Asset Management Team 
were still in process of completing their restructure, Interviews 
had taken place this week and 4 posts had been appointed to.  
  

 
AF 
 

8. 
 
 

Cockayne Court 
• The report and SLA produced by Bill Graves were discussed.  

Lee Newton asked if there had been tenant involvement during 
this process.  Bill Graves confirmed that this had been so and 
there had been no objections.  Advised that residents at 
Cockayne Court were still tenants of Tenant Services and 
would continue to be so. 

• Optalis had had misconceptions regarding the use of Cockayne 
Court but it was agreed that this was a learning curve for all. 

• Sue Smith queried 3.5 on SLA – Shared Responsibilities.  An 
explanation provided by Bill Graves was that there were areas 
that Optalis, as a Care Provider, were more suited to than 
Tenant Services. 

• Sue Smith queried 6.1b - Allocations Responsibilities.  Bill 
Graves advised that, again, this would be more suited to 
Optalis and Extra Care Manager of Pinehaven who were more 
experienced in this field of care. 

• Sue Smith queried 9.2 – Senior Scheme Manager.  Bill Graves 
advised that this could be read as either Ann Molloy (Tenant 
Services) or himself. 

• David Chopping asked if this was a live document.  Advised by 
Bill Graves that still in process and waiting agreement by Sue 
Kelly. 

• Bill Graves confirmed that the SLA was subject to review – 
12.1 refers.  Also confirmed that, when under review, there 
would be tenant involvement if any interest is shown. 

• Sue Smith raised a query regarding decision made by Extra 
Care Manager deciding someone is no longer suitable for this 
scheme, and tenant did not wish to move.  Bill Graves replied 
that this was not in his area of expertise but there would be a 
requirement to follow legislation regarding this. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
8. Shinfield Rise 

• Report produced by John Cawdell, Interim Community 
Partnership Manager, following consultation with local residents 
within the Shinfield Rise area.   

 
TLIP AGREED this to be progressed to Planning Permission – 
change of use from domestic to business use. 
 
• Sue Smith asked that local residents be provided with a name 

of someone who they could contact to discuss this with to allay 

 
 
 
 
 

TLIP 
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any fears or concerns they may have. 
• David Chopping suggested that, when request put forward, it is 

acknowledged that this would mean a loss of a residential unit 
but residents PR would outweigh this loss.  Subject to a view of 
reverting back to residential unit at 5 year review. 

 
 
 
 
 

   
9. Performance  
 • Reading figures will be available from October.  RMWG 

continue to monitor their performance. 
• Re-let figures – transfer of tenants from Sheltered to Alexandra 

Place will have impact on figures.  Bill Graves advised that 
there were no applicants waiting for sheltered accommodation 
– list was exhausted.  Lee Newton queried this as he was 
aware of people on the list.  Bill Graves advised this was 
possibly due to the location of the scheme – to be investigated.  
Bill Graves currently working with the Housing Needs Team to  
gain some interest from residents in Wokingham borough. 

• Involved Tenants target - discussed whether the target was 
realistic.   
AGREED target to be amended to 15. 

• Compensation claims were discussed – agreed chart was not 
meaningful.  Breakdown of this information required – to be 
provided verbally at future meetings. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BG 
 
 
 
 
CD 
 

   
10. Satisfaction 

• TLIP advised that Daniel Trill was working on a project to 
ensure consistent collection of satisfaction figures were 
provided.  Currently at individual Working Groups.  Feedback to 
next available TLIP. 
 

 

11. Working Group Feedback  
 • Information provided in latest Housing Matters. 

• CCCWG raised issue of the communication process not being 
followed.  TLIP advised that this was being addressed with 
staff. 
 

 
BG 

12. AOB 
  
 None raised. 
 
Date of next meeting: Thursday 27th October 2011, 12pm to 3pm – Venue to be 
confirmed. 
 
 
Signed………………………………………….. Date……………………………………... 
 
Signed………………………………………….. Date……………………………………... 


